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• Distinguishing between Formative and 
Summative Assessment  (AfL & AoL). 

• Mindsets

• An overview of the main strategies upholding 
AfL.

• Parents’ role

Overview of this Presentation



If we think of our children as plants …  
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The garden analogy

Summative assessment of  plants is 
process  of  simply measuring them.  It is 
interesting & important to analyse and 
compare  measurements, but, in itself, this 
does not affect growth of plants.

Formative assessment on the other hand, 

is  the equivalent of feeding and watering the 

plants appropriate to their needs - directly 

affecting their growth.



Summative Assessment

- occurs after the learning

- to prove learning

- measures learning

- done to learners

- externally referenced

- outcome focused

Formative Assessment

- occurs during the learning

- to improve learning

- scaffolds learning

- done with learners

- personally referenced

- process focused
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Assessment    of &     for   Learning



AoL & AfL are not opposing but complementary practices. 
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AoL & AfL

Both assessment have their place in school assessment 
- serve different purposes
 summative: reporting on achievement 
 formative: advancing it.

Formative can help students perform better on 
summative tasks 
and 

summative assessment can reflect the impact of AfL.

Assessment is the bridge between teaching      

and learning.



Constructivist view:     

‘However neatly we may design, package and deliver 
learning experiences, in the end learning is a process that is 
instigated and managed by the learner. It’s the learner who 
constructs the learning.’ 

Northern Ireland Curriculum : AfL, A Practical Guide
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traditional learning constructivism

What is AfL based on?



Fixed Mindset

“I think we have a 
certain amount of 
intelligence and we 
can’t really change it”

Growth  Mindset

“I think we can all 
change our intelligence 
level through learning”



Fixed

• valuing looking good

• learning potential & ability 
are fixed

• goal is performance

Growth

• valuing learning 

• having ability to respond well 
to challenges

• goal is mastery                       
(more attentive to what they can learn, than 
how good they look)

Carol Dweck

growth mind set            believing that I can achieve                     
(making an effort)

investing energy in improving
learning (using the right strategies)

AfL helps students become self-directed, autonomous  
learners.

Mind Sets



When we change mindsets, we change student’s 
motivation to learn.

You can change your mindset !

Mindsets are just beliefs !

Can mindsets be changed, taught?



step 1 : Learn, learn, learn                                                                          
: focus on Learning and improving
: focus on strategies  - reflect on different strategies 

that work and don’t work
: seek challenges 

step 2 : Realize hard work is key               
: focus on effort, struggle, persistence despite 

setbacks                                                                                              
: work hard 

step 3 : Face setbacks   
: choose difficult tasks 

Some steps to develop a growth mindset…



1.  Who is 
J.K.Rowling ?

2.  JK’s 
growth mindset

3.  Overcoming        
challenges

4.  Overcoming     
failures

5.  Did that              
stop her?

No. 

J.K.Rowling
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Formative Assessment

Collect & Analyse Evidence

1. Where Am I Now?

2. Where Am I 
Going?

Clear Learning 
Intentions 

Success Criteria

3. How Do I 
Close the 

Gap?

Formative 
Feedback 

Adapt Teaching

AfL : makes 

students active 

participants in 

learning and focus 

on next steps 
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where the learner is right now where the learner is going      how to get there

Teacher

Learner

Peer

2   Sharing the 
Learning 

Intention.

3 Sharing the 
Success Criteria.

6 Self-Assessment

7    Peer- Assessment

1   
Understanding 

what the 
student knows.

A f L

5    Effective                     
Feedback

4   Questioning
and 

Opportunities to 
Think



Learners’ perceptions : Before starting to teach a new 
topic or concept, we need to become aware of what the 
learners’ perceptions are on the subject (difficulties / 

misconceptions.)   

Adapt teaching : Teachers will then adapt their teaching
to meet learners’ needs.
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Strategy 1 :   Understanding what the    

student knows
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What is a learning intention ? 
What you want your students to know by the end                 
of the lesson.

Why use learning intentions ?
▪ helps focus you and students on the     
learning rather than the activity

▪ gives students tools to take more    
responsibility for own learning and achieve   
learning independence. 

Strategy 2 :   Sharing the Learning   

Intention



Learning Intentions should be: 

 Clear and unambiguous. 

 Shared with students at the beginning of every 
lesson. 

 Repeated occasionally to keep students focused / 
remind them what you intend to do during lesson. 

 Written and displayed where students can easily 
review them. 
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Strategy 2 :   Sharing the Learning Intention



What are success criteria ?

Statements that help students                                                                  
see if they have been successful                                                         
in their learning.

are linked to learning intention

are specific to an activity

scaffold  learning.
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Strategy 3 :   Sharing the Success  

Criteria



Why use success criteria ?                     

success  criteria help to :

 cultivate independent learners

 provide effective feedback 

 create confident pupils who 

contribute  to activities
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Strategy 3 : Sharing the Success Criteria
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The learning climate in classroom can influence

-- how successfully questioning is used  
-- how beneficial it is to students’ learning.

positive learning climate :

▪ risk-taking is encouraged

▪ there is a commitment to learning for all  students.

Strategy 4 :  Questioning and Opportunities  

to Think
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Why effective questioning ?

Two main purposes:

to move students from where they are,                                                           
to where they need to go 

Strategy 4 :Questioning and Opportunities                                             

to Think

 assists assessment by obtaining evidence where 
students are in their learning

improves understanding by helping students 
work through problems and evaluate their 
understanding .



What is formative feedback  ? 

Formative feedback must help plan the next steps in learning.

Formative feedback ….

• is timely,

• relates to the focus of the learning intention,

• identifies where success has occurred,

• identifies where and how improvement can take place,

• allows time for improvement, 

• is accessible to the student in terms of 

meaning/vocabulary.
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Strategy 5 : Effective Formative Feedback



Why use formative feedback ?
in terms of AfL, we must ask :     

Does a mark help the student ?

Carol Dweck : 
feedback in the form of gold-stars, grades, place in 

class ranking, focuses students on performance
rather than on their learning.

students avoid risk and extending themselves during 
new learning in order to secure the reward.
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Strategy 5 : Effective Formative Feedback



What is self-assessment ?

This involves activities that enable 

students to reflect on what has been 

learned and then to judge it against a 

set of criteria. 

‘Independent learners…are able to  engage in   
self-reflection and to identify  the next steps in their 
learning.’ 

(Assessment Reform Group. 2002)
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Strategy 6 : Self Assessment



How can we encourage a self-assessment culture ?

 Making the learning intentions and success criteria clear.

►students  know what they are making  judgments  on

► this helps students understand what counts as ‘quality’

 Modeling  the assessment and feedback processes.

►provide them with training to judge their/others’ work.
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Strategy 6 :      Self Assessment



we started verbalizing our knowledge  to make it accessible to our 

students,

we felt this procedure helped us to really understand subject well. 
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Strategy 7 : Peer Assessment

Allowing students to verbalize  their knowledge about a 

topic, will  give them insight about        

When we became teachers……..

what they know,

what they do not know,

what needs to be improved.



Cultivating an openness about 

learning :

~  discuss their learning openly, 

~ share their understanding

~ see that mistakes are a 

necessary part of improvement.

Practicalities in class :

~    give students guidance  

on group work / partner 

situations.

~    learn to observe,listen

~    learn to form an opinion

~    know why they have     

formed that opinion.
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Strategy 7: Peer Assessment

Building the right climate.



• One AfL strategy is discussed   &  techniques, on how it can 
feature in lessons,  are explored.

• HoD & teacher plan a lesson together    CT 1  

• HoD gives demo lesson   (teacher observes  & collaborate)

• HoD & teacher evaluate the demo lesson     CT 2

• Teacher is given time to practice strategy by embedding it in 
lessons.

• HoD & teacher evaluate the practice period  CT 3

• Process is continued with other strategies.
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How shall we go about it  ?



 Parents’ attitudes to learning and assessment have a 
great impact on their children. 

 Parents have a right as partners in their children’s 
education.   

 Parents are more likely to react positively if they 
understand the rationale behind AfL.

 Parents would be in a better position to help their 
children. (ex to use feedback effectively)

 Parents would be better able to interpret and make 
good use of the information provided in School 
Report. 28

Why is it important?



Marisa Bonanno

Thanks 

for 

Listening !


